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 Password management is important. Your online identity is vulnerable to theft, especially if your password is easily cracked and
used to log into your e-mail account, bank accounts, and other important online accounts. Some services and applications keep
your passwords in a “cleartext” format, meaning they’re just stored as strings of letters and numbers. This means an attacker
who has access to your web browser’s cache can see all your passwords. And that’s exactly what’s happened to some Twitter
users over the past couple of weeks. Hackers have stolen the credentials of users’ Twitter accounts, posting their details on

hacking forums like The Dirty COW and posting links to social media sites. Many of these accounts then point to malicious
spam websites. As a result, Twitter has suspended more than 15 million accounts in the past year alone. But if you use one of the
best free password managers around—and ideally, any of the three recommended below—you can reduce the damage hackers
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can do. Once you’ve set up your password manager, you’ll never have to worry about entering your passwords again, which will
mean less time cleaning up from stolen accounts. Scoop.it Scoop.it, the password management app we recommend most highly,

lets you manage the passwords for all your online accounts in one place. You can make strong passwords by combining your
personal info and your favorite websites, such as your favorite movie sites, music sites, and video sites. This also helps protect

you against keylogger attacks, which are when hackers monitor keystrokes to steal a password. Scoop.it is a cloud-based service,
which means you can access it from any device. After you sign in, you’ll have the option to keep your private data, your public
data, or a combination of the two. The choice will be up to you, as your data is encrypted before it is sent to the cloud. Scoop.it
is relatively easy to set up, but it will take a bit of work. You’ll have to create one master password that you can use to log in and

create as many accounts as you want. Then you can use this password to create each new account by simply clicking a button.
You can also create, change, or delete your passwords through the app’s settings and you’ll have an overview of your account’
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